hoxX (hypX) is a functional member of the Alcaligenes eutrophus hyp gene cluster.
The role of HoxX in hydrogenase biosynthesis of Alcaligenes eutrophus H16 was re-examined. The previously characterized hoxX deletion mutant HF344 and a newly constructed second hoxX mutant carrying a smaller in-frame deletion were studied. The second mutant was impaired in the activity of both the soluble and the membrane-bound hydrogenase. The two hydrogenase activities were reduced by approximately 50% due to delayed processing of the active-site-containing large subunits, while hydrogenase gene expression was not affected. We conclude that the mutation in mutant HF344 causes polarity resulting in the observed regulatory phenotype of this mutant. The data presented in this report point to an enhancing function of HoxX in the conversion of the soluble hydrogenase and of the membrane-bound hydrogenase large-subunit precursor. Thus, hoxX encodes a member of the Hyp proteins that are required for the formation of active hydrogenase and was accordingly renamed hypX.